Abstract. In order to test the attention distribution training on the effect of Sanshou athletes training, this paper presents a new signal acquisition and processing technology in the process of action reaction speed and attack accuracy analysis, the technology uses electrical tomography technology (ET) to carry on sensor arrangement for the muscle EMG signal, and the obtained image carries out the finite element reconstruction. In order to meet the demand of large data calculation, using GPU as a computing processor optimizes the computing model using clustering algorithm, and using VC++ software carries out programming design of the algorithm. Through the image reconstruction of Sanshou technology action, we can get the significant analysis results of attention distribution training on Sanshou technology action reaction speed and attack accuracy, which provides a new computer method for the Sanshou athletes training.
Introduction
In all sports, Sanshou has distinct characteristics, it mainly displays in quick reaction and attack with high accuracy [1] . Sanshou is a competitive sport, it must be completed by two people together, and it is formally started in the game, Sanshou athletes must be responsive and accurate action to get points in the fight against [2, 3] . In order to ensure the Sanshou competition rules to further perfect, we modify the Sanshou competition rules, the new rules adds punches and leg score, reducing the takedown action score. After the implementation of game new rules, we further improve the response speed and authentic requirements of Sanshou athletes [4] [5] [6] . This study uses the ET image reconstruction technique and cluster analysis algorithm to analyze the Sanshou movement image, its basic frame is shown in Figure 1 . Figure 1 indicates the basic framework map of the Sanshou movement analyzed by ET image reconstruction technique. The basic process carries out the signal acquisition on the Sanshou movement image, the obtained image carries out the pre-processing, and then using ET reconstruction technique carries out image analysis to obtain the constraint conditions of image analysis, at the same time using the cluster analysis clusters the constraint condition data [7] [8] [9] . Finally through the calculation, we can get the computing data of Sanshou athletes' reaction speed and attack accuracy.
Design of Actions Image ET Reconstructed Cluster Mathematical Model and Algorithm
When the human body muscle contracted, placing the electrodes in the skin surface will collect the corresponding muscle action potential, i.e. the surface EMG signals [10, 11] . The use of ET reconstruction technology can realize the image reconstruction processing of electromechanical signal, this study uses clustering algorithm, in which clustering function is shown in Formula (1).
(1) Among them, a represents judgment coefficient matrix, x represents image reconstruction function. Assuming the samples of ET image reconstruction is ) , , (
The density of data sample point k b can be expressed as
So we can get the center distance of the ET image reconstruction, the specific expression is shown in formula (4).
(4) According to the mathematical model of clustering algorithm, we can use the VC++ program to carry on the algorithm programming, in which the main algorithms are as follows [12] [13] [14] 
Analysis of the Sanshou Movement based on the ET Image Clustering Reconstruction
In order to verify the effectiveness and reliability of image clustering reconstruction mathematics model and algorithm designed in second part, this paper uses the ET tomography technology to study the reaction rate of Sanshou muscle action, in which the layout of sensor strain gauge is as shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 , it represents the physical map of the EMG signal acquisition. Sanshou movement attack speed and attack accuracy mainly use EMG signal acquisition to complete, in which wires are mutually vertical, oblique or bend line in the circuit wiring to avoid mutual parallel, reducing the parasitic coupling. Figure 4 , the use of finite element method can complete the 3D model reconstruction of ET images. Due to the large amount of 3D model calculation, it has higher requirements on computing speed and storage capacity, this study uses GPU processor as the calculation core device [15] [16] [17] . By clustering calculation, the results can obtained as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 , the use of clustering algorithm can effectively get the clustering center of three-dimensional images. After using ET tomography technology, we can get accurate clustering center, and the clustering center position is also more accurate, in which the reaction time with the changes of the training times is shown in Figure 6 . Fig.6 : The reaction time with the changes of the training times This study is the selection of 10 subjects to carry on the simple reaction time test of the 9 times. Through the ET image reconstruction technology, we draw the reaction time curve with the changes of the training times, it can be seen from the results that with the increase of training times, reaction time becomes smaller gradually, this shows that distribution training has a significant impact on the response time of the athletes [18, 19] . In order to further study the effect of significantly, the experimental group and the control group carry out comparison, the results are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 , the action characteristics of Sanshou players carry out 3D image processing on the attention distribution training, we have obtained Sanshou athletes' reaction speed and action accuracy after training. Sanshou athlete's response action and speed accuracy after attention distribution training carries out single factor variance analysis, the training results show that whether it is the reaction time and accuracy, it goes through the attention distribution training, the results are better than the control group, it illustrates the attention distribution plays an obvious effect on the training of athletes.
Summary
(1) Based on the accurate analysis method of motion images, this paper proposes a new image reconstruction algorithm, the algorithm uses the ET reconstruction technique as the basic frame of image reconstruction, and the use of clustering algorithm optimizes the design of reconstruction model. (2) In order to satisfy the high capacity and large data calculation, this paper uses GPU as the core calculation processor, and using ET reconstruction technique carries out layout on the sensor. Through the EMG signal processing obtained by acquisition, we can get the relevant data of the reaction speed and attack accuracy in Sanshou technology action, which provides a theoretical reference for the analysis of Sanshou movement.
